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The capl.uTing of panommic 3600 images has become a popula1' photogmphic 

techniquc. While a complete 3600 view givcs an imp1'essivc vicw of the en

viTonment, many people have difficult.ics to unde1'stand the spatial scene 

mmngement fTOm this flat. image. FOT this Teason, 'We pTesenl. and disclLSS 

va1'i01LS vi.malizal,ions of panommic images. HLTtheT7(w1'e, 'We pTOpose an 

alteTna.t.ive vislLalization f01' panommic images, using a simple 3-D Tecon

stl1Lction of the TecAlTding envi1'Onment. Specifically. we Teconst1''U,ct thc 3-D 

layout (~f 1'cctang'ula1' 'rooms jimn a panomrn:ic image. By p1'Ojecting [he 

panommie image onto the walls of this 1liTi'ual mom. the sccne can be viSll,

alized as a 3-D model. The model can be shown eil.hcT as a scene ovel1Jiew. 

01' it can bc d'isplayed with the viTt1Wl camem al. thc posit.ion of thc oTiginal 

camera, JlTOviding 1'ealistie views f1'Om within the mom .. 

L INTRODUCTION 

The capturing and display of panoramic 3600 images has become ,1, st.andard 

t.echnique which is used in a variety of applica.tions like t.he presentation of hot.el 

rooms in t.he internet for advert.isement. The most. frequent.ly-used model for 

st.oring panoramic images is to project. the surrounding environment. of a fixed 
camera locat.ion ont.o a cylindrical surface. The are two c0111monly used ways to 

display panoramic images. The first. approach shows t.he unrolled surface of the 

cylinder in a very wide image. Since t.his image shows all directions around the 

camera at. t.he same time, the panoramic image it.self can be very confusing to the 

viewer. Another popular form of present.a.t.ion is t.hrough an int.eractive viewer. 

These panom,mic image bmwsc1's (PIB) show a rectified sub-view of the scene in 

which the user actively controls the view of a virtual camera. The disadvantage 

of this representation is that it. is not. possible to get. a fast. overview of t.he scene, 

and it. is not. possible t.o see the complet.e environment on a static medium like a 

paper copy. 

In this paper, we propose a new visualization t.echnique for panoramiC' images. 

Vle concentra.t.e on panoramic images that. were recorded inside rectangular rooms, 
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which is an important special case that covers many application areas like hotel 

room advertising, or recording of group-meetings. Our visualization is based 

on an algorithm to reconstruct the 3-D layout of the rectangular rooms from a 

panoramic image. Once the geometry of the room is known, a 3-D model of 

the room walls can be synthesized and the wall textures cm1 be added using the 

image data from the panoramic image. The proposed representation provides a 

flexible way to visualize the scene. On one hand, the virtual camera can be placed 

outside of the room, such that the viewer gets an overview of the whole scene 

appearance and room layout. On the other hand, the virtual camera can also be 

placed at the position of the original camera. Interactively rotating this virtual 

camera provides views that. equal the outP.ut. of the PIB technique. 
The room reconstruction requires a minimum of user assist.ance. The user 

only ha'3 to indicate the posit.ion of the four room corners in the panoramic image. 

The reconstruction algorithm converts the positions of the corners into the angle 

between these corners a'3 observed from the camera position. Subsequently, the 

room shape and the camera position are determined from these angles, and the 

textured 3-D model is constructed automatically. 

The following two sect.ions introduce the cylindrical model for panoramic 

images and give an overview of visualization techniques. Section 4 discusses the 

reconstruction algori thlll for the room geometry, enabling a new visualization 
t.echnique that is described in Section 5. 

2. PANORAMIC IMAGES 

The most coml1lonly used type of panoramic images are cylindrical panoramie 

images. The idea is t.o project t.he environment onto a vertically aligned eylinder 

surface wit.h the camera at the cylinder center [4]. If we denote the image eoor

dinat.es a'3 (.T, y) and the cylinder coordinates a'3 ('P, h), we ean transform from 

image coordinat.es to cylinder coordinat.es by (Fig. 1) 

tan'P :r/f and II. 
y 

(1) 
~').')' V.I- + :r-

where f is the focallengt.h (the distance of the image plane t.o the optical center). 

From these equations, we see that the foea'! length f of the camera has to be 

known for t.he generation of panoramic images. 

A technique to generate panoramic images is to take a sequence of images 

'i while rot.ating t.he eamera around its vertieal axis. Beca.use the images a.re 

reeorded with some c:hange of camera rot.ation angle, t.heir position on the cylin

drieal surface is shifted by some amount 'Pi. This shift can be determined easily 
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origin of image 
coordinate system 

Figure 1: Projection of image coordinates ont.o cylindrical coordinates. 

with a one-dimensional search to maximize t.he correlation between the overlap
ping image content. 

3. VISUALIZATION OF PANORAMIC IMAGES 

A panoramic image represents a complete 3600 view of the environment 

around the camera. Hence, it. is not an ordinary flat ima.ge and a variety of 

visualizations have been proposed. We briefly introduce the most. important. in 
t.he following, ending with our new proposal. 

• Unwrapped cylinder. The l1lost common display t.echnique for cylin

drical panoramas is to unwrap the cylindrical surface to a flat. irnage. At 

first glanee, t.his looks like an image with very wide field of view. However, 

there are two propert.ies t.hat. distinguish this image in cylindrical coorcli

nates from a normal, planar image. First, the image shows a complete 3600 

surrounding, which is an lmusual experience, since the viewer looks in all 

direct.ions around him at. t.he same time. Second, straight. lines are not. pre

served. Hence, geometrical concepts like parallel lines and vanishing points, 

t.hat. are important for an intuitive underst.anding of the scene, cannot be 
applied easily. 

• Panoramic image browser (PIB). Another presentation t.echnique is to 
provide an int.erac:tive viewer applieation which int.ernally uses t.he cylindri

c:al panorama representa.tion, but. which lIses the inverse transform t.o syn-
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thesize views for any arbitrary viewing direction.] The advantage of this 

technique is that the generated views look identical to real-world views. 

The disadvantage is that a static visualization of the complete environment 
is impossible (e.g., a print;out on paper). 

• 3-D cylinder projection. Instead of displaying the panoramic image as 

a flat stripe, it. can also be visualized as a 3-D cylinder model with the 

panoramic image as texture. This representation combines two advantages. 

If the virtual camera is placed at the center of the cylinder, the views look 

similar to the previous PIB approach. However, the camera can also be 

placed outside, giving a complete, static overview of the scene. While this 

overview gives some indication of the spat.ial arrangements in the scene, the 

intuitive perception of the cylindrical view is often misleading. For example, 

consider that a panoramic image is captured in a. square room, but with the 

camera posi tion not in the room center. In this case, not all of the walls 
span the same 900 in the panoramic image. 

• 3-D room projection. In this paper, we propose a new visualization 
t.echnique which can be regarded an ext.ension of the previous 3-D cylinder 

projection. Instead of projecting the surrounding on a cylinder surface, 

we propose to use a 3-D model reconstruction of the room walls with the 

layout. of the real room. From the original camera position, the visualization 

is equal to the PIB technique. However, for a distant camera, the scene 

overview provides important information about the scene. First, the scene 

geometry indicates t.he aspect ratio of the wall and the camera position 

during recording. Second, the walls show t.exture on which straight lines 
are preserved. 

4. RECONSTRUCTION OF RECTANGULAR ROOM GEOMETRY 

In this section, we consider the problem of determining the wall sizes of a. 

rectangular room from a cylindrical panoramic image that. was captured in this 

room. Our desire is to provide a. reconstruction algorithm that requires only a 

minimum of user assistance. The idea of our approach is that the user marks the 

room corners in the image (Fig. 4( a)) and the computer uses this information to 
calculat.e the room shape and the camera position. 

Since the panoramic image is given in cylindrical coordinates, the horizontal 
distance between two comers in the panoramic image corresponds to the angle 

between these corners, measured from the camera position (Fig. 2( a)). Knowing 

IThis pr('s{,llt.atiol1 I"", ])('('0111(' popllhtr wit.h App!P's Qllicki.i111e vn si.alldard. 
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(a) The roo111 gf'ollwtry. (b) ,. = 1/(2 Sill 0') alld s = 1/(2t.all(0'/2)) 

Figure 2: 

these four angles (of which only three are independent, since they sum to 211), we 

can determine the ratio of the room dimensions and the camera position. It. is not 

possible to recover the absolute room size, but this absolute size is not required 

for the visualization, such that we can fix the size of one wall to unity. Note that. 

it. is required to know the camera position to generate the texture maps for the 
walls. 

The reconstruction algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, it determines a 

circular arc on which the camera position must. be located. Second, it carries out 

a binary search t.o determine the final camera position on t.his arc. The search 

in the second step is guided by t.he preknowledge that opposing walls have equal 
size. 

4.1. Determining the circular arc of possible camera locations 

Let us norma.lize t.he room size such that the left (and right.) walls have 

unity length and the top (and bottom) walls have length 'W (Fig. 2(a)). The 

four walls are observed with t.he angles a, f3, '1', <5. We first. concent.ra.te on the 
left wall AB of unity length that is observed with an angle a. It. is well known 

(see [1], Book 3, Prop. 21) t.hat. all points C for which LACB a lie on a 

circular arc AC B (Fig. 2(b)). Obviously, the cent.er of the circular arc must 
lie on the perpendicular bisection DC of the line AB, but. the radius and the 

horizontal position are unknown. The radius can be obtained by considering the 
right triangle ABC'. From AB = 1 and LAC'B a, it follows that sina 1/21'. 

Furthermore, by considering the right triangle AEC, we obtain ta.n a/2 1/28. 
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360 degrees 

'Y 

(a) panonuuic iupnt. iIuag<' with llmrk('d l'OOlll COrIH'l'S 

(b) view frol11 abov(' 

Figure 4: Sample reconstruction of a recta.ngular 1'00111. 
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